“Standard Wonder” received 4-stars from Downbeat Magazine and was voted one
of the top 10 CD’s for 2001 by the Boston Globe and freelance critic Bill Milkowski.

WHAT THE CRITICS ARE SAYING ABOUT
“STANDARD WONDER”
“Sumptuos arrangements that brillantly recontextualize Wonder’s music without sacrificing the
composer’s original emotional intentions. Throughout, Pietro and his magnificent septet invigorate
Wonder’s music with ample improvisational and arranging imagination, making Standard Wonder
anything but the rote standard.”
John Murph - Jazz Times - April 2002 - (also NPR Radio)

“Fronting a stellar septet, Pietro has come up with inspired interpretations and has rewritten the book of
Stevie with intelligence, creative daring and an arranger’s sense of the big picture.”
Bill Milkowski - liner notes - Voted one of the top 10 jazz CD’s for 2001

“Saxophonist Dave Pietro has assembled an all-star cast of musicians for this rather ambitious program
based upon Stevie Wonder’s songbook. The results prove to be most gratifying, especially on the band’s
burning swing rendition of Too High. This is jazz ingenuity of a higher order.”
Glenn Astarita - Allaboutjazz.com - December 2001

“Saxophonist Dave Pietro’s septet includes several important figures of today’s mainstream jazz scene.
Pietro and pianist David Berkman are convincing soloists and they collaborate exceedingly well.
Standard Wonder is an excellent offering. 4 stars.’’
Todd Jenkins - Downbeat Magazine - March 2002 - Four Star review

“Pietro approaches Wonder’s music with both unfettered honesty and creativity on this remarkable CD.
As the double meaning of the title suggests, Pietro brings a sense of wonder to Stevie’s music thanks to
his suberb saxophone and his inventive third-stream arrangements.”
John Murph - NPR Radio - April 2002

“Sounds hard to believe, but the alto player’s
spin on Stevie goes well beyond the standard.
This is Wonderful stuff.”
Jim Macnie - The Village Voice - 2/19/02

“You can make a successful jazz songbook of a
pop composer given the quality of Stevie
Wonder’s writing and the arranging and playing
of saxophonist Dave Pietro.”
Bob Blumenthal - Boston Globe - 2/9/01 Voted one of the top 10 jazz CD’s for 2001

“Music you can sink your teeth into!
Pietro's
sense of timing and placement are very intuitive
and his passion and creative presentation work
well throughout this compilation of Stevie
tunes.”
S.H. Watkins, Sr. - Jazzusa.com - December 2001

